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ABSTRACT 

We discuss motivations for and the realization of the 
twisted version of reduced gauge models In four dimen
sions. 

1. Introduction 

In this talk we would like to discuss an elegant method to 
cure the disease of the original large N reduced model of Eguchi-
Kawai '. This cure attacks the disease in its very roots and is due to 
Gonzalez Arroyo and Okawa '. In order to motivate the approach of ref.Z, 
we will briefly discuss the difficulties of the original E-K model ' and 
then explain ths twisted approach. 

2. The disease of the E-K model 

The original E-K model" stated that all loop-averages on a 
<i - dimensional infinite lattice can be calculated on a one point perio
dic (I.P.P.) lattice (i.e. a lattice where all points are identical) 
provided the gauge group is U l N s e » ) and (U,0ï) invariance 



Is not broken. 
To qualify the last statement consider a plaquette on the in

finite lattice with weight 

.1 
The Ul S are SU. W) matrices. 
On the ! • ?•». lattice 2,1 bicornes : 

IL, U, « 4 (ft z.2 
which Is Invariant under 

Up-4 U^e1^ V- tj^ 2.3 

This Invariance becomes, as ^- j»e» , the (Jll»>) invariance men
tioned. If this invariance is broken 

< U A i o 2.3« 

Gauge invariance on the u p . p. lattice reduces to a global inva
riance : 

U p -> «SlUpfl."* 2.3" 

In ref.3 it was realised that 2.3' is indeed the case in the low coupling 
region. We will show by following the reasoning of ref.4. 

Consider the action on the »- ?•?> lattice : 
5 • i&.jJ'^-'w^ttW) 

The average action per plaquette in the *- f• 9. model was shown to 



be in réf. 4 ; 

As W-a «o only 2.6 coincides with the result for < ^ on an 
Infinite lattice (d>a) . Thus the (JUoY* Invariance must be 
broken as «J> I 

The origins of 2.5 and 2.6 are easy to understand. They are 
due to the competition of two types of fluctuations occurlng 1n the a«p.f. 
box : the usual quadratic fluctuations (equ.2.6) and quartic fluctuation 
(equ.2.5). A quadratic fluctuation Q^ around a zero action confi
guration \&%) ( v ••• * i " ~ » O ! 

is characterized by a unique eigenvector, up to phases. Clearly there 
are A l N - 0 Q S that do only affect these phases : thty are 
zero modes. But, more important are the N l H - 0 zero modes that 
do change all the eigenvectors by the same amount. Thus the remaining, 
normal, modes ( «JIM*-»} - <M*».i) - « W - 0 in total) give a 
contribution to the partition function : 

{LONCM.1) 
2.7 ^ T 

Quartic fluctuations are characterized by a total degeneracy of the 
eigenvectors of the corresponding t ^ \ > v « V - « ^ > *•&• { UcJ*1iJ • 
In contrast to the quadratic case all gauge transformations 2.3" leave 
these zero action configurations invariant. Thus there are 4̂ *1*-1"> 
quartic modes, contributing: to the partition function : 

V*) 2.8 

By differentiating 2.7 and 2.8 with p and dividing by the number of 
plaquettes we get the y» terms in respectively 2.6 and 2.6. The 



critical dimension A c Is the dimension for which 2.7 and 2.8 behave 

Identically. 

2.A Cure ; the twisted Eguchi-Kawal model 

• A popular way of curing the disease is to quench the quartic 

modes ''. Here we will follow a different tactics : we impose twisted 

boundary conditions ' and thereby suppress the quartic modes right from 

the start. 

The twisted action £ ( on the Vf. f. lattice 1s 

defined by : 

St* | Î-Tr (i-v^UvUjuJ) 3.1 

where 1^» is a center group element «. ?T "*"" . <\^ 1s the 

antisymmetric twist tensor w'ith integer entries modulo H . A simple 

modification" of the original E-K argument ' shows that averages of 

loops on the infinite lattice are related to averages of the correspon

ding loops on the "twisted", t-f-f. lattice. In this section we will 

be concerned with perturbation theory (£-«o>^ on this twisted 

lattice. 

For a good perturbation theory it is necessary that & t has 

zero action configurations : 

£ r C, * \^ £„ XV 3.2 

The necessary and sufficient condition for their existence is in four 

dimensions '"' : 

| V «çc ^ « p r * ^ * V V = «" N , <*" integer 3.3 

We choose for the twist *-v* in 3.1 : 

% , - *- ' »t *<v 3.4 



where l 3 i N . This choice satisfies 3.3 with G i t . The twist 
tensor satisfies then ; 

L will turn out to be the linear size of a periodic lattice. That 
t ? » H 1s Intuitively expected since the free energy on our'twisted 
l.f.f, lattice will be of the form H l V . io turn the factor H 

into a volume factor & l**»0 suggests L * N (for as a , L * N , 
see the talk of Eguchi 1n this volume). This choice of the twist,equ.3.4, 
Is giving us a generalization of the Oirac matrices, which we recover 
for V t i , As with Dirac matrices, it is easy to show ; 

1) Any set of fy, t> obeying 3.2 and 3.4 Is determined 
up to unitary equivalence. 

2) The *>l matrices 

ftlV,Và**M , tft

V' t ^ j£> tfj* , , i V v S L 

are linearly independent, traceless (except ft(LUtL1)*). 

Property 1) is important : It says that any two zero action solutions 
are gauge equivalent on the l-f-f- lattice with twist. This guaran
tees only quadratic fluctuations Q ^ where 

U. t e. ; <** Î? 

In terms of the fluctuations the twisted action & ( becomes : 

• £ t « S. 1 Tc <& - c 1 * c 1 ^ C 8 ^ «.-"«M 3.6 

where Q * « * j»« Q ^ î t f 
and where the twist factor %^v has disappeared from £>j. (equ.3.1) 
through use of 3.2. _ 

The fluctuation Q,, " can be interpreted as the Q ^ 
shifted In the positive v -direction over one unit. To this end consider 
the decomposition of Q> into the V4 ~\ traceless matrices 



Atvtvtv»vO : 

Then : 

using the commutation relations 3.2 and 3,4. 
If we define : 

^f. "**?. * W ?y • »|X| —» !• »«IO4.L 3.B 
L . 

to be the momentum, then the above interpretation of Q H

V is allowed. 
Because <r«V|li i s invertible (see equ.3.5) we can therefore write 
a summation over p instead of V in 3.7. Note that zero momentum 
(modulo L ) i s absent, since we are in SltWV / Now we are in a 
position to go through the standard expansion ' of the action 3.6 and 
find that the momenta in 3.8 are indeed conserved since 

where 

<7«\ti>» " \ V V \ 

These phases are precisely the difference between the *-?•?• box and 
the usual lattice Feynman rules. However, one can prove the following ' 

1) The phases cancel in planar diagrams. 
2) The phases do not cancel in non-planar diagrams. 



This means that in the 8««» limit the twisted >•?•*. theory 
gives us the sum of all planar diagrams. Non planar diagrams are sup
pressed since the non*vanishing phase factor starts rapidly oscillating, 
as H-»** 1 0>. 

In conclusion : the twisted Eguchi-Kawai model mimics a 
lattice of size \~« \ N ; this 1s better than the quenched version» 
where U s U H (see ref.9). Also, its simple formulation may 
eventually shed some light on the N-»*o limit of gauge theories. 
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